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An autobiography that connects the twentieth century European life of internationally beloved

teacher Elisabeth Haich and her lucid memories of initiation into the hidden mystical teachings of

the priesthood in ancient Egypt. It reveals her insights into the subtle workings of karma,

reincarnation, and spiritual development.
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As someone who has loved and studied ancient Egypt all her life, I was excited to come across this

book. Even though the writing style was not exactly to my taste, and there were too many

passionate repetitions of her feelings vs. other people's more limited perspectives, I kept reading

because much of what the author says struck a chord inside me, and there were some fascinating

stories involving people she met and what they told her (concerning Ayurvedic medicine, for

example.) There's no doubt the author was an intelligent, sensitive, creative and all-around

wonderful human being. And yet... something didn't feel quite right; I was finding it increasingly

difficult to suspend my disbelief when I got to the part where she supposedly remembers a past life

in ancient Egypt in at once astonishing, and vague, detail. Then certain passages really began to

bother me: "...And so it has come about that this animal-like material race of cave men is

experimenting with divine laws, growing mightier and more powerful until the time comes for it to

begin ruling the earth. Before leaving the earth, however, the higher race had to implant its special

powers in the lower race. Through the operation of the laws of heredity, this will enable the lower

race...to rise out of matter again..." Apparently, the Sons of God, those who were left after what



sounds like the destruction of Atlantis, interbred with a lesser breed of human being, the so-called

cave men, and created the ancient Egyptian race that built the pyramids. "'Father,' I ask... 'Didn't the

daughters of the Sons of God also take husbands from among the sons of men? Why have only the

Sons of God begotten children with the daughters of men?' '(Because...)God still remains pure if he

begets children with a daughter of the sons of men.
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